
Numeric Keypad modification

Purpose:
To modify an external numeric keypad by connecting an external switch in parallel with an assigned key, in order to allow use
of SFR’ s “ Oneswitch”Radar and Navbar scripts as a method of controlling a PC which is running “ Puppy Linux”.

Notes:
1) The keypad I have chosen to modify cost NZ$6 on Trademe (New Zealands equivalent of Ebay). Unfortunately it has no
brand but the model number is KJ-016. I imagine identical items will be available internationally from budget electronic outlets.
There may also be other very similar models - but be aware that their circuit boards may look different so use caution in
deciding whether or not this tutorial is applicable.

2) The “ Oneswitch”config gui allows the user to tell the script which keyboard and which keyswitch we want to monitor. By
changing the “ event handler”and “ keycode” setting we can force the script to look at a single key on the numeric usb keypad
without affecting the normal function of the main keyboard that is being used to interface the PC. I have chosen to assign the
“ 5” key for the oneswitch function (However, this will only work when the numlock light is off - more modification to be
designed later to force numlock to stay off permanently).

3) If the Oneswitch script does not respond to the chosen key it may be that the chosen “ event handler”and “ keycode”are set
incorrectly. See tutorial at the end of this document.

Brief summary:
We need to disassemble the keypad, solder a resistor and wire to the internal circuit board, and add a connector or switch to that
wire.

Identification of model:

Detail:
1) Undo 8 screws from the back of the numeric keypad (including the one hidden beneath the manufacturing datecode sticker)



2) Open up the keypad and view the circuit board and “ membrane”panel.

3) In this closeup I have highlighted the two etch tracks that come from the “ 5”key.These are the two solder pads that we will
be connecting to.

Apply a little solder to these two pads to prepare them.



5) Now we use a piece of “ twin”wire (“ figure 8”wire) and one 68 ohm resistor to hook up to the solder pads and feed the wire
out of the case. (I have also attached some soft grey “ hookup”wire to the solder pads so allow easier connection as the twin
wire was a bit stiff). One end of the resistor must be soldered to one of the pads (it is inside the clear heat shrink shown here)
and the other end of it must be joined up to one of the new wires that is going to lead out of the case and be joined to our
external switch (ie: the resistor is in SERIES with one of the wires). Attach the other wire to the second solder pad. (it does not
matter which pad has the resistor attached and which one has the wire attached)

I have placed a knot in the twin wire so that it is retained adequately, and I have also used a file to make small cutouts in the two
halves of the case to allow the wires to pass through. The case halves just clamp around the cable - no holes to drill unless you
want to get fancy.



Here is the finished product with a 3.5mm “ mono”connector attached onto the end of the new wire: You can use any type of
connector you prefer - it’ s just that I chose the 3.5mm mono because it is so commonly available and I thought it would be good
to standardise all of the external switches to this one connector.

If you want you can do away with the connector and just have a longer wire going direct to the headswitch / chinswitch /
footswitch or whatever.

Here is the spec sheet:

Read below to find out how to make your OneSwitch Puppy respond to the output of the new interface:

********************************************************************************************



Configuration of OneSwitch scripts (radar-config and navbar-config):

This OneSwitch interface module will create “ keyswitch events” that signal via a different “ channel” to those of the
internal keyboard. The internal keyboard on the systems I have tried always appears on the “ event0” interface.
However, this interface module can be used on any usb port so I have seen it appear anywhere between “ event1”and
“ event13”depending on whether it is plugged in before or after boot time. So how do we configure the system to
detect the output of this interface? Fortunately SFR has written the OneSwitch script to be adjustable for the correct
“ event”parameter. Even better, he has also written a “ keyhunter” script that is able to hunt for the output of the
interface and it coaches the user to click the switch during a configuration phase, and then updates the OneSwitch
settings to match - so that the user can begin using the computer without manual configuration of the OneSwitch
settings.

I recommend you use the keyhunter script if available, but it is not present in some of the earlier oneswitch puppies.
If you are NOT using the keyhunter script then someone will need to manually configure the oneswitch settings as
follows:

Selection of “ event handler ” and “ keycode” :

Oneswitch configuration gui -

When I attached the external keypad to my laptop I initially found that the Oneswitch script did not detect the
pressing of the “ 5”key - even though all the keypad keys were operating correctly, as was the normal inbuilt
keyboard. Forum member SFR (who wrote the “ Oneswitch” script) provided the following information concerning
setting the correct “ event handler”and “ keycode” to be monitored by Oneswitch:

You can see these two parameters highlighted here:

How do I find the correct event handler for my external keypad?

You can just try modifying the gui by trial and error: eg:



/dev/input/event1
/dev/input/event2
/dev/input/event3

|
/dev/input/event8 etc etc, and just keep on going till you hit the “ sweet spot”

Or you could also try entering the following command in a terminal (plug keyboard in first)
# cat /proc/bus/input/devices

You will see an output listing the event handlers for different hardware interrupts and you should be able to scroll
down to something like the following:

You can see that my external usb keypad is shown as being handled by “ kbd event8” so I typed event8 in the
oneswitch gui.

How do we get the correct keycode?

First make sure that SFRs ’ oneswitch pet is installed, then plug in the external keypad. Open a terminal and type
the following:

# /usr/local/OneSwitch/tools/detect_key /dev/input/event0
(but make sure that you change the “ event”number to match what you discovered above).

Then press the 5 key (making sure the numlock is off...) and you should see this:



So I enter keycode 76 into the oneswitch config gui and then it all works perfectly.

***************************************************************************************

Puppy Murga Forum links:

Original thread requesting help with switch script and offering various other solutions:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=84617

Latest Oneswitch .pet:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=87418

I have several versions of “ SwitchPup”which can be driven by a modified interface such as the one in this tutorial:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=85466

My earlier version of “ SwitchPup”which can be driven by a modified keyboard such as the one in this tutorial:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=85466




